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Teacher’S Key

How does climate change make
fish late for dinner?

Which important function of estuaries did you learn about in this paper? 

Estuaries like the Gironde Estuary in France serve as important nursing grounds for fish. Many 
of these fish are important for global fisheries. Thus, estuaries help to maintain the enormous 
productivity of the oceans.

What other important functions could estuaries have for humans or animals?

For animals: habitats for thousands of animals, important breeding grounds, food and rest stop 
for many migratory birds;
For humans: filtering sediments and pollution from water, breaking of waves, reducing changes 
of flooding; fun areas for recreation (boating, swimming, fishing)

Why could climate change put fish survival at risk?

Climate change leads to overall warmer air and water temperatures. This can be detrimental to 
many fish that if temperatures exceed their temperature tolerance. Furthermore, the warmer 
temperatures can create a mismatch in timing between them and their prey. There are many 
other factors, too, that we did not mention in this paper. More CO2 in the atmosphere leads to 
more acidic oceans, which makes life harder (or impossible) for many marine organisms (for 
more info see “ocean acidification”).
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How does climate change make
fish late for dinner?

What could our own behavior have to do with warmer temperatures in the Gironde Estuary in 
France, even though you might live far away? 

We all consume energy, either directly by eating food or running machines like cars or televisions, 
or indirectly by having “stuff” that costs a lot of energy to produce and being transported to us. 
Often, fossil fuels (like oil or gas) are used for that energy, and they release greenhouse gases 
into the atmosphere that heat up our planet. Greenhouse gases travel all over the atmosphere, so 
the impact of warming temperatures is not related to where these gases are being produced. So 
driving our cars around somewhere far away can still impact a river area in France, because we 
are all connected through the atmosphere and the global environmental impacts of our actions.

What other ecological mismatches with dramatic consequences could you think of, apart from the 
ones you read about here?

Mismatch between flowers and pollinators, mismatch between birds (or other animals) nesting 
and reproduction time and their food availability, hatching of caterpillars and emergence of young 
leaves in the spring
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